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I Am TNA
by Sandra P. Thomas, PhD, RN, FAAN

Reviewing more than 45 years 
of involvement in TNA and ANA 
was quite an undertaking! But, I 
gladly agreed to write this essay 
because I owe so much to TNA, 
which was a leadership training 
ground for me—especially in 
the early years of my career. 
Many years of chairing district 
and/or state committees, task 
forces, councils, and board 
meetings helped me acquire 
skills I needed, as my career 
evolved from direct patient care 
to teaching to directing grant-funded projects, and, finally, 
to directing the PhD program in nursing at the University 
of Tennessee, Knoxville.

It was because of TNA that my desire for continued 
learning was fulfilled when continuing education 
opportunities were not readily available elsewhere. For 
younger readers, I would like to review what TNA District 
2 was like in the late 60s and early 70s. We were divided 
into “sections,” such as public health, private duty, and 
general duty. Educators and administrators also had 
section meetings. As a hospital staff nurse, I belonged to 
the general duty section, which had 108 members in 1970 
and met on the fourth Mondays. In addition to section 
meetings, the entire membership of the District met 
monthly on the second Thursdays. Presentations on clinical 
topics attracted many nurses to these meetings. My review 
of district programs in 1970-71 revealed topics that are still 
of interest today (e.g., the drug problem, the diabetic child, 
the changing role of the nurse). On the state level, members 
could align with special interest groups (SIGs) that also 

Sandra Thomas

(continued on page 2)

Are You A Member of the Tennessee Nurses Association?
Are You Paying Dues?

Membership in your professional organization does not happen automatically when you get your RN nursing 
license or when you start receiving this publication, the Tennessee Nurse. You have to join. You have to make 
a commitment that you will help support the organization that protects your practice and allows you to be on 
the cutting edge of what is happening in nursing both nationally and statewide. If you are not a member, you 
are missing out on valuable information that is available only to members of TNA. 

Do you want to see changes made in the way you practice?
TNA can make that happen if nurses will commit to supporting TNA. Numbers count at the Legislature AND 
the Legislature controls your practice. Within all practices of healthcare, there are more licensed nurses than any 
other healthcare group. That is huge when you think of what can be accomplished if we all come together. The 
TNA Board of Directors, (consisting of nurses just like you), invites you to join TNA and make a commitment 
to the nursing profession, your job and the people of the state of Tennessee. YOU CAN make a difference. An 
application for membership is on page 15, or visit www.tnaonline.org and click Join TNA today.

TNA & TASN Joint Convention
October 14-16, 2011

Franklin Marriott Cool Springs
Franklin, TN

See details on pages 8-10

Does Nursing School Facilitate Vertical 
and Horizontal Violence?

by Somer Young, President
Tennessee Association of Student Nurses

 
Most nurses are accustomed 

to horizontal (violence occurring 
between those of equal power) 
and vertical violence (violence 
occurring between those of 
unequal power), as it has 
become a significant problem in 
the nursing profession. So much 
so that there are annual CE 
modules in hospital systems and 
nursing conventions centered on 
how “nurses eat their young.” 
This distinction is unfortunate 
for a profession that is supposed 
to be the embodiment of compassion and caring. My 
question for you is where does the destructive mindset 
begin?

Most would agree that the problem is most evident in 
the clinical workplace, but do you think that’s where the 
seed for hostility is planted? I have spent the last few 
months asking nursing students and new graduates from 
across the country about this question. The overwhelming 
response I heard was “No,” the seed of hostility is sown 
years before the dreaded NCLEX is ever taken. It is sown 
during nursing school, which are some of the most stressful 
and overwhelming years of nurses’ lives. 

The shortage of nursing educators limits not only the 
number of nursing programs in general, but also causes 
some programs to deny entrance to more than half of 
those who apply. The pressure to be a “top” applicant 
begins the process of direct competition with peers. This 
sense of opposition leads students in nursing prerequisites 

to constantly be searching for an edge over classmates, to 
ensure admission.

Once admitted, one would assume that the tension 
lessens and durable lasting friendships are made. Yet, 
this is not the case for most. During orientation relaxation 
fades, due to statements made from instructors similar 
to, “look around, one in 10 won’t make it to graduation.” 
Statements of this sort are all too common and still 
completely unnecessary. Nursing school is stressful enough 
without being threatened with statistical failure rates. The 
fear fostered within the early days of the program send 
students back into the familiar sense of direct competition 
with one another.

While in the program, undergraduates compete for top 
averages and instructor favor, in hopes that it will aid in 
attainment of the best summer internships, reference letters 
and the highest honor status. These things may sound 
trivial, but they are imperative to Tennessee’s nursing 
students. This is due to an abundance of new graduates 
in metropolitan areas of Tennessee, despite the national 
nursing shortage. Landing one’s first nursing job is a more 
daunting task than national statistical reports suggest. So 
once again, students are looking to stand out from the 
crowd and that’s why internships, honors and reference 
letters become essential.

With the struggle for limited essential resources, 
students live in a constant state of tension and worry, 
without even accruing the masses’ school work. Once 
school work and other responsibilities are added, there 
never seems to be enough time to accomplish all that is 
required. If one cannot accomplish all that needs to be 
done, then sacrifices must be made in some area of life 
with sleep, all too often, being the first to suffer. Intense 
worry coupled with sleep deprivation causes stress to reach 

Somer Young
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I Am TNA
(Continued from page 1)

provided educational programming. For example, the 
psychiatric-mental health group, under the leadership of 
Joyce Laben, offered sessions during the 1970s on mental 
health law and joint practice with a physician. Later, when 
I began teaching, I attended sessions of the nurse educators 
SIG.

It was because of TNA that I became politically active 
at the local and national level. During the late 60s and 
early 70s, TNA had excellent executive directors, Rebecca 
Culpepper and Rosemary Bowman, who were great role 
models. The organization was involved in an important 
study of the state nurse practice act and in advocacy for 
improved health care in Tennessee prisons. TNA/ANA 
strongly supported nurses’ involvement in federally 
mandated health planning, and because of District 2’s 
nomination, I served two terms on the governing board 
of the health planning agency for East Tennessee. In the 
1980s, I served on the TNA Board when Virginia Trotter 
“Ginna” Betts was our energetic president. I recall her 
telling the press that the national average nurse’s salary 
was “pretty ridiculous” (yes, it was $23,000 at the time!). 
Our state enthusiastically supported Ginna in her ANA 
presidential campaigns, giving away GooGoo clusters to 
the other ANA delegates.

It was because of TNA that I shook the hand of the 
President of the United States. In 1996, as the Tennessee 
caucus gathered in a hotel room to plan strategy for the 
ANA House of Delegates, Ginna Betts made an offer 
I could not refuse. Each person who donated $1,000 to 
the PAC would sit on the front row the next day during 

President Bill Clinton’s keynote address, after which he 
would shake hands with everyone in the front row. It was 
a no-brainer to whip out my Mastercard! Not only was 
this experience unforgettable, but being a delegate to ANA 
over the years exposed me to great nursing leaders such as 
Gretta Styles, Hildegard Peplau, Luther Christman, and 
Barbara Nichols.

It was because of TNA that I found my voice as a public 
speaker. An introvert by nature, I was hesitant to speak 
before groups. After my first trip as a delegate to the TNA 
convention, I remember being nervous about giving a 
report at my district meeting. Eventually, there were many 
such reports, many trips to the microphone to speak on 
issues at the conventions. As I grew in confidence, I made 
speeches to large audiences at ANA and to more than 
two dozen state nurses associations. I fondly remember 
Ingeborg Mauksch who kept smiling when I first served as 
mistress of ceremonies at a TNA banquet. Who would have 
dreamed that someday I would appear on “Good Morning 
America” and many other television programs?

It was because of TNA (and ANA) that I was elected to 
the American Academy of Nursing in 1996. Becoming a 
fellow of the Academy could never have happened without 
the years of national involvement and exposure. Presently, 
I am a member of the Academy’s Expert Panel on Violence 
and help to prepare position papers on topics such as 
workplace violence. It has been a privilege to interact with 
so many forward-thinking nursing leaders in the Academy.

In summary, TNA is a vital part of my professional life, 
and I am proud to say, “I Am TNA.”

Specialty Nurse License 
Plates Available at 

County Court Clerk’s 
Offices

TNA Executive Director, Sharon Adkins, MSN, 
RN, proudly puts her specialty nurse license plate, 
Nurses Change Lives, on her car. Nearly one-half 
of the proceeds from the sale of the plate go to the 
Tennessee Nurses Foundation to help support its 
initiatives. The plates are now available across 
Tennessee at your local County Court Clerk’s 
Office. For more information on TNF Initiatives, 
visit www.tnaonline.org. 

Request for Letters 
to the Editor
The Tennessee Nurse invites all readers to 
submit a Letter to the Editor to tell us what you 
think about our publication. Perhaps you have 
read an article in our official publication that 
has impacted your life or helped you deal with a 
difficult situation of some type. Or perhaps you 
read an article that gave you inspiration or hope.

Letters must include the author’s name, city of 
residence, working phone number, and if the 
author is a nurse. Length should be between 
200 and 400 words. Letters should be submitted 
typed in a Word document and emailed to Cheri 
Glass, Managing Editor, at cglass@tnaonline.
org or by fax to 615-254-0303.

We hope to hear from you by November 1, the 
deadline for the Winter issue. Thank you!

PUBLIC NOTICE OF UPCOMING ACCREDITATION REVIEW 
VISIT BY THE NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING ACCREDITING 

COMMISSION, INC. (NLNAC)

Announcement

The Regents Online Degree Program wishes to announce that it 
will host a site review for continuing accreditation of its Master 
of Science in Nursing program.  You are invited to meet the visit 
team and share your comments about the program in person at a 
meeting scheduled for Wednesday, October 12, 2011 at 3:30 PM 
in room 204 of the Genesco Building located at 1415 Murfreesboro 
Road, Nashville, Tennessee, 37217-2833.  Written comments are 
also welcome and should be submitted directly to:

Dr. Sharon Tanner, Chief Executive Officer
3343 Peachtree Road NE, Suite 500

Atlanta, GA 30326
or email: sjtanner@nlnac.org

All written comments should arrive at NLNAC by October 4th, 2011.

Find the perfect nursing job where you can   
                                                              work smarter, not harder on

nursingALD.com
Registration is free, fast, confidential and easy! 

You will receive an e-mail when a new job posting 
matches your job search.
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Building Healthier 
Communities: Awareness and 

Public/Community Health 
Nursing

by Beth Smith, PhD, RN, CCRA

Community health, also 
known as Public Health Nursing, 
focuses on the promotion of 
health and the prevention of 
illness in the population that 
the nurses serve. Community 
health nursing interventions 
may be directed at the total 
population of a community, the 
region, the state, or the nation; 
or the nursing interventions 
might be directed to particular 
populations of individuals, 
families, or other groups. This 
article is intended to salute all my nursing colleagues who 
have chosen to change lives in the public sector and to 
raise all of our awareness to the essential role we should be 
playing in the health of our own communities.

Did you know that the term “public health nurse” was 
first used by Lillian Wald in 1893 when she described 
nurses’ work that was integrated into the community? 
Lillian Wald’s world of nursing work encompassed visiting 
and caring for the sick in the poor immigrant tenements 
of the Lower East Side of New York. But her vision and 
advocacy for the needs of this population extended beyond 
acute and long-term bedside patient care within her 
patients’ homes. The nurses of the Henry Street Settlement 
(also known as the Visiting Nurse Service), stressed the 
importance of preventative care by active case finding, and 
by addressing infection control, disease transmission, and 
personal hygiene. In order to accomplish her objectives, 
Lillian Wald solicited funding support from wealthy 
patrons, lobbied politically at the city, state and national 
levels, and advocated for social and economic reforms that 
impacted the lives of women and children in particular.

By living and working among the people served, 
the nurses at the Henry Street Settlement had a unique 
experiential perspective of the health (or lack of it) of that 
community. By listening to the stories of the patients they 
served, the nurses were better able to devise appropriate 
and effective interventions for that population. The nurses 
were so successful, that not only did they become the 
highly respected Visiting Nurse Service of New York 
(which is still in operation today), but they established the 
benchmark standards for public health/community health 
nursing in the United States and the world.

From the President

Beth Smith

Nurses today are all a part of the community in which 
they live and enjoy multiple clinical practice options from 
community-based to hospital or institutional-based care. 
How aware are we of the health of the communities in 
which we live? When was the last time you looked at the 
Healthy People 2010 projections? Do you know where 
we stand on those in Tennessee? It saddens me to report 
that Tennessee has failed to meet our 2010 targeted 
improvement in mother-infant mortality rates, number of 
low birth weight babies, and child and adult obesity rates. 
I wonder how we will fare over the next 10 years. Have 
you read or reviewed the Healthy People 2020 document? 
Please do so.

How healthy is the community in which you live? How 
can a community promote better health of its members? 
The Robert Woods Johnson Foundation and the University 
of Wisconsin Population Health Institute have undertaken 
a project to determine the answers to those two questions. 
The goal of the project was to design a standardized 
method of collecting community information that fell into 
two major categories: health outcomes and health factors. 
The Population Health Institute defined health outcomes as 
those measurements that describe the current health status 
of a given community. For this purpose, they determined 
that the morbidity and mortality rates of the community 
would provide them this information. The researchers of 
the Institute also believe that health factors in a community 
influence health outcomes. For the purposes of this 
project, the researchers defined specific health factors they 
categorized into four major areas: health behaviors, access 
to and quality of clinical care, social and economic factors, 
and the physical environment. Each of the measurements 
just noted were weighted in the formula used to calculate 
the score of each county. Then, the scores were compared 
against each other in order to establish rankings by county 
for each state. The final report was published in March of 
2010.

Although the measurements used in the Institute’s 
calculations of the health outcomes and health factors 
measures were obtained from 2006 or earlier data, the 
health rankings of each county for every state in our 
nation was a monumental undertaking. The results are 
also intended to start conversations for finding ways to 
improve the health of each community through policy 
decisions. Please check out your county’s 2010 ratings in 
Tennessee! This information can be found at the following 
URL address: http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/
tennessee.

Then, ask yourself, “How can I be a part of making my 
county, my community a healthier place to be?” In TNA, 
we advocate for the health and well-being of all people that 
nurses serve in this state. We also advocate for the health 
of our nurses. How can we help you help build healthier 
communities in Tennessee? I look forward to hearing from 
you.

“Promise of Nursing Event 
for Tennessee” Event Slated 

for December
Today, our nation faces the most profound 

shortage of nursing professionals in its history. A 
shortage of more than 500,000 nurses nationwide, 
as well as a growing scarcity of nurse educators, 
threatens to disrupt health care.

In an effort to raise funds for regional nursing 
communities and to ensure a healthy future for 
the nursing profession, “Promise of Nursing” 
galas have been hosted by the Johnson & Johnson 
Campaign for Nursing’s Future, available and 
local state-wide steering committees across the 
country through regional events. As a result, more 
than $17 million has been raised for use in nursing 
scholarships and grants, faculty fellowships and 
program expansion grants for schools of nursing 
across the U.S. to support nursing education. In 
partnership with the Foundation of the National 
Student Nurses Association (FNSNA), the funds 
are awarded in cities and regions where the nursing 
shortage is most acute, such as in Tennessee.

Visit the Johnson & Johnson Campaign for 
Nursing’s Future at www.campaignfornursing.com.

Past “Promise of Nursing for Tennessee” galas 
have helped raise more than $750,000 and have 
helped the collective effort to ensure a healthy 
future for the profession by enhancing the image 
of the nursing, recruiting and retaining nurses, and 
attracting nursing educators.

Johnson & Johnson and The Promise of Nursing 
for Tennessee Steering Committee will host this 
year’s Gala Evening event on December 14, 2011 
at the Gaylord Opryland Resort in Nashville, TN. 
Your input and support is very important in helping 
to make this celebration the largest success yet.

Join with a statewide coalition of hospitals, 
nursing schools and nursing organizations to help 
ease Tennessee’s growing shortage of nurses. Your 
support will be used to continue to fund nursing 
student scholarships, graduate nursing education 
fellowships to prepare nurse faculty, and grants to 
Tennessee area nursing schools to help immediately 
expand their program capacity. All funds raised 
will remain in Tennessee.

For more information about the event or to learn 
how to offer support, contact (732) 524-1716 or 
nursingevents@its.jnj.com.

PERSONAL BEST.
ANCC Board-Certified.

I’m proud and in charge of my nursing career.  
And I trust ANCC certification to help me  
maintain and validate the professional skills  
I need to remain a confident and accomplished 
nurse for years to come.

 Find out how to be the best at  
www.nursecredentialing.org/Certification

© 2011 American Nurses Credentialing Center. All Rights Reserved.
The American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) is a subsidiary of the  
American Nurses Association (ANA).
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From the Executive Director

Pearls of Wisdom from 
Trailblazer in Nursing

by Sharon Adkins, MSN, RN
TNA Executive Director

In June 2011, Luther 
Christman, PhD, RN, FAAN, 
passed away in Chapel Hill, 
Tenn. Luther founded the 
American Assembly of Men in 
Nursing, was the first male to 
be named dean of a school of 
nursing, was the first to employ 
African-American women 
as faculty at Vanderbilt, and 
was founder and dean of Rush 
University College of Nursing. 
He was a long-time member 
of the Tennessee Nurses 
Association.

Several years ago Laura Beth Brown (TNA President) 
and I had the opportunity to visit Luther in his home. We 
were captivated by his telling of his professional journey 
and difficulties he encountered as a male in a female 
profession. It seems appropriate to reprint that column 
from the Spring 2008 issue of the Tennessee Nurse for you 
now.

One day this past spring (2008), TNA President Laura 
Beth Brown and I traveled to Chapel Hill, Tenn., to 
visit with a living legend in nursing, 94-year-old Luther 
Christman, PhD, RN. We spent several hours with this 
snappy-eyed colleague and talked of his life and his career.

When asked what brought him to nursing, “pure 
accident” was his answer. He was able to get an education 
“without paying for it” and jobs were hard to come by 
then. He graduated from the Pennsylvania Hospital School 
for Men and did work in the hospital and in private duty, 
“male nurses never went a day without work in private 
duty.” However, he did run into a 
road block during the Second World 
War. Despite his desire to serve on 
the front lines in the Army Nurse 
Corps, he was denied because of 
a 1901 law that specifically stated 
that Army nurses were women!

When asked what brought him 
to Nashville-based Vanderbilt 
University in 1967, he said, “an 
easy job–Dean of the School of 
Nursing—what’s easier than being 
Dean? It must have been, if they let 
me do it!” He said this, however, 
with a sly smile and a wink.

After his experience at 
Vanderbilt, he was offered the opportunity to start a 
School of Nursing from scratch at Rush University in 
Chicago. There he was able to put forward his strong 
belief in professional collaboration and the necessity of a 
BSN as the entry into the profession. “If it (nursing) was 
going to be a profession, it needed to be a college degree. 
(Today) look at all the two-year AD programs. You won’t 
see social workers or clinical psychologists, or any other 
group using two years as a basic preparation…who else 
gives a full recognition license for two years but nurses?” 
In further discussing his views regarding the importance of 
education, Christman stated, “no one can use knowledge 
which they don’t have” and regarding shared governance, 
he said “you can’t be a profession unless you are 
accountable for what you do.”

Throughout his career he experienced discrimination 
in this female dominated profession. He was told that only 
women could nurse and that it was uncommon for men to 
have the same feelings of caring that women have. As he 
moved through the roles of direct care nurse, administrator 
and educator, he served as a trailblazer for men in nursing. 
This year the American Nurses Association named an 
award after him for his role in promoting men in nursing.

The profession is certainly lucky that he “accidentally” 
happened to fall into nursing. His impact will forever be 
felt, both in nursing education but also for all he has done 
to eliminate the gender discrimination he felt in his career.

We asked him what was most satisfying about being a 
nurse and he said, “being helpful to people—caring for 
them—I was lucky I guess, people thought I was a good 
nurse.”

Christman was the recipient of the 2002 TNA Special 
Lifetime Achievement Award at the TNA Annual 
Convention. He shared the following “Pearls of Wisdom” 
he had discovered during his journey in nursing.

Christman’s Pearls: Survival Kit for Nurse Managers

• Be clinically competent in an area of nursing 
practice.

• Employ negotiation strategies rather than 
confrontation tactics; compromise is the name of 
the game.

• Promote interdependence and trust between groups 
rather than the autonomy of nurses.

• Cooperation is more valued than independence. 
Without trust, nothing works.

• Decentralize decision making. Give authority, but 
monitor regularly for responsible and accountable 
behavior.

• Discuss and plan around patient needs rather than 
the needs of the nursing department. The nursing 
budget should reflect the “fair share” portion of the 
economic pie required to implement the program.

• Learn the methods of science. Use the scientific 
methods of analysis. The term “problem solving” is 

much looser and may not connote 
the same rigor.

• Develop an organizational 
design that emphasizes 
accountability.

• Keep formal communication 
channels free of clutter. The 
more the informal system carries 
the communication burden, the 
greater the pathology in the 
communication system.

• Establish a just system of 
rewards. It should recognize and 
acknowledge worth. Monitor the 
system to be certain it is operating 

consistently and fairly.

• The burden for innovation, behavioral modeling 
of competence, establishment of morale and work 
climate, and demonstration of cooperative patterns 
of behavior start at the top. The responsibility for 
these efforts cannot be delegated. It can only be 
emulated. 

• Use management information systems. Data are 
more reliable than opinions. Be flexible and select 
from the best alternatives.

• Do not become addicted to any one conceptual 
model of theory of organizations.

• Do not accept that there can be a theory of nursing. 
Nurses use theory from the fundamental sciences, 
but the profession itself is empirical.

• Involve the staff in pilot innovations to improve the 
quality of patient care.

• Do not be the last to adopt innovation and change.

• Have a priority list of desired goals and objectives. 
However, do not be captive to an imaginary or 
desired time schedule. Be opportunistic and 
implement out of a prescheduled order if the timing 
and opportunity are present.

• The politically astute live a charmed life. Do not be 
doctrinaire, compulsive and dogmatic as these traits 
create major antagonism.

• Survival, in the long run, depends on being 
productive.

*These concepts are not listed in any order of priority.

Sharon Adkins

Does Nursing School Facilitate
Lateral and Horizontal Violence?
(Continued from page 1)

overwhelming levels and known coping mechanisms are 
no longer adequate.

Lack of coping soon causes students to lose patience 
and misdirect frustrations at those closest to them: family, 
friends, and classmates. The dumping of frustrations on 
peers only furthers the problem, considering most nursing 
students are young females, who will inevitably take it 
personally. Dissemination of gossip, subtle or overtly 
harmful comments and other behavior with negative intent 
eventually follows.

The feelings of insult and degradation are intensified by 
the already stressful state, worsening the vicious process. 
It is common knowledge among nurses that productivity 
and the ability to learn suffer when stress levels are 
high. Consequently, students under these pressures are 
not capable of reaching their full potentials, which in 
turn is a problem for nursing as a profession. Yet more 
unfortunately, is the mindset subconsciously assumed–the 
deeply seeded mindset that peers are our rivals rather than 
our allies. Not to say, this is the outlook that all nurses 
possess or outwardly portray. On the contrary, I believe 
them to be a small minority. Nonetheless, this minority 
is capable of giving the nursing profession an unworthy 
reputation of self-sabotage.

Every day in nursing is a challenge for those who have 
chosen the path. It is a difficult and trying occupation at 
times, but on the other hand, one of the most rewarding. 
Who to better understand this dynamic than fellow nurses? 
Nurses should inherently support one another, as we all 
are working for the same goals. This applies equally to 
nursing students, as no one else can truly empathize with 
the stresses of school like fellow classmates.

There are no easily obtained or explained solutions 
to vertical and horizontal violence, as to partake in said 
behaviors are done so by individual choice. As readers 
of the Tennessee Nurse, you sit in a position of influence 
with Tennessee student nurses. Choose to be a positive 
influence, give the students hope in their future profession, 
and if you can’t, then don’t agree to precept a student. 
Students do not come to clinical to hear about how 
unhappy nurses are with their job or coworkers. They come 
to learn constructive nursing skills and traits. I encourage 
you to take to the opportunity to give the future of nursing 
a more positive reputation and be a proponent against 
nurse-nurse violence.
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
Connecting with Legislators 

is Vital to Nursing
by Wilhelmina Davis, Manager

TNA Government Affairs

We made it through the first session of the 107th 
Tennessee General Assembly, and while some would 
say it was incredibly challenging, others will say, TNA 
effectively stood its ground. This opening sentence is 
reflective of the manner in which the nursing professional 
was dealt with during debates and discussions this past 
session. As TNA worked to stave off bills with the 
potential of encroachment on the nurses’ scope of practice 
and the regulation of the nursing profession, we found 
ourselves before legislative health committees where 
several legislators were less than cordial and it was clear 
they did not understand the nursing profession. That being 
said, TNA remained focused on its objective to promote 
and protect the registered nurse and to advance the practice 
of nursing in order to assure a healthier Tennessee, as 
established in the TNA mission statement.

Defense certainly became the order of the game during 
this legislative session. On more than one occasion, TNA 
had to urgently call on the membership to make calls or 
send emails to legislators in order to inform them of the 
potential impact of certain bills having a negative or 
potentially negative impact on current nursing practice. 
Evidence of the power of nurses and the influence of the 
nursing professional were seen as bills were either taken 
off notice or sent to summer studies. TNA put forth extra 
efforts in alerting and keeping our members abreast of all 
bills being considered, so a special thanks to those who 
went the extra mile in letting your voice be heard.

In particular, a very special thanks to each of you 
who literally went or came the extra mile to Capitol 
Hill. Members who cleared their calendars and changed 
their agendas made themselves available, and in doing 
so, took advantage of the opportunity to be a participant 
of the legislative process. It was and will continue to be 
necessary to call upon TNA members for expert testimony, 
especially when bills of detrimental potential are before 
the legislature. To those who testified before the Senate 
General Welfare Committee this session, you truly are to 
be commended for taking the time to educate, inform and 
articulate the merits of our position and how the passage 
of certain bills could affect your practice. TNA member 
Hillary Hatcher, an Acute Care Nurse Practitioner from 
Nashville, was one such person who gave testimony at 
the request of TNA. Hatcher was willing to step forward; 
she presented her point of view and stated her opposition 
eloquently to the committee.

Hatcher’s testimony was in regard to SB 1935 by 
Senator Randy McNally (HB 1896 by Rep. Hensley), 
which specifies that an advanced practice nurse and a 
physician assistant can only perform interventional pain 
management procedures under the direct supervision 
of a licensed physician who has been certified in 
anesthesiology, neurological surgery, orthopedic surgery, 
physical medicine and rehabilitation, or pain medicine. 
For those who would like to view Hatcher’s presentation 
please visit the following link, http://tnga.granicus.com/

MediaPlayer.php?view_id=187&clip_id=4158.
Although some believe this particular bill wouldn’t 

have an effect on their practice, I must remind members 
that TNA’s fundamental objection to legislation such as SB 
1935/HB 1896 is the fact that this bill is an attempt by one 
profession (Medicine) to regulate the other (Nursing). And 
if passed, it would open the door to additional restraints on 
APRN scope of practice.

If you recall this was the same legislation TNA lobbied 
against last year. The very same bill was introduced again 
this session by the same legislative sponsors acting on 
behalf of the Tennessee Medical Association (TMA). Also, 
if you recall after hours of debate and testimony, TNA 
along with others were successful in encouraging members 
of both House and Senate Health committees to have the 
bills taken off notice.

This year, however, after testimony and debate, the 
Senate General Welfare committee passed the bill by a one-
vote margin, thereupon, sending the bill to the full Senate 
floor, where it never came to a vote. The reason for the bill 
to remain in the Senate bill hopper was due to the fact that 
the companion House bill was being held up in the House 
Health subcommittee. TNA, the Tennessee Association of 
Nurse Anesthetists (TANA), and the Tennessee Academy 
of Physician Assistants (TAPA) worked in concert on 
efforts to either have the legislation amended or defeated 
while the bill was still in the subcommittee. However, in 
order to obtain a better understanding and to look at the 
potential ways to amend, Rep. Matthew Hill, Chair of 
the House Health Sub-committee had the bill referred to 
a summer study. Once again, for those members who are 
interested, you are given the opportunity to lend your 
comments, remarks, concerns or objections to legislators 
on the House Health Subcommittee.

Members of the Summer Study Committee on SB 1935/ 
HB 1896 will meet on Thursday, September 29, 2011, 
starting at 9:00 a.m. in Room 30 Legislative Plaza.

Just as a reminder, additional reasons that
TNA opposes this legislation are:

• No Evidence of Harm. There is no objective 
evidence that anyone has been harmed by an 
injection performed by a CRNA, NP, or PA.

• Increased Costs. The bill will increase cost and 
decrease access to care by limiting the performance 
of common procedures such as facet blocks and SI 
joint injections by CRNA’s, NP’s, and PA’s.

• Limit Access to Care. The bill will force the 
closure of many pain management facilities, 
especially in rural areas.

• Increased dependence on drugs. Because 
injections are an effective alternative to the use 
of narcotics to treat chronic pain, the bill will 

inevitably increase the use of drugs by patients 
experiencing chronic pain.

• Reduced Competition. The Federal Trade 
Commission has recently opposed similar proposed 
restrictions in Alabama because of the adverse 
effect they would have on competition.

To shift gears somewhat, as I write this we are going 
through the dog days of summer and fall is quickly 
approaching. What better time to get out in the community 
and to meet with your elected officials? While this is not 
an election year, legislators are certainly gearing up for 
next year’s elections. In 2012, the full House will be up for 
election, and half the Senate will be up for election. The 
coming months will provide many perfect opportunities 
for nurses to talk with legislators. Another thing to keep 
in mind, Registered Nurses in Tennessee are more than 
80,000 votes strong and each elected official should 
be made aware of what’s on your mind and what’s on 
your professional agenda. One way to connect with your 
legislator is to invite them to upcoming TNA district 
meetings. From now until next November, each TNA 
district will have the opportunity to hold a meeting of its 
district members, what a perfect time to have your Senator 
and Representative visit you on your turf. What better time 
to garner their undivided attention? For a legislator to be 
able to have some exclusive time with a Registered Nurse 
will allow for a better understanding of the professional 
nurse and the nursing industry. Remember these elected 
officials come to Capitol Hill on behalf of you, the 
constituent. When planning your district meetings, give 
thought to including a legislative item on your agenda. I 
know it isn’t necessary to tell you how important it is to 
reach out to your legislators, but, as your Lobbyist, I feel 
compelled to remind you how much your professional input 
is needed. Now is the time for your voice to be heard–you, 
the voter–you, the professional nurse.

In the Summer 2011 issue of the Tennessee Nurse, 
I reported on bills of interest on the TNA legislative 
watch. As you are planning meetings with legislators, 
take a moment and visit www.tnaonline.org and click on 
Government Affairs, Legislative Updates, for a refresher 
of those bills still pending.

The second session of the 107th Tennessee General 
Assembly will reconvene January 10, 2012. Please 
remember that plenty of new bills will be filed, and some 
of those surely will have an impact on your profession. 
Regardless, whether we are pro or con on any legislative 
issue, it is imperative that nurses across Tennessee 
remember the vital importance of contacting legislators 
and letting your voice be heard. In conclusion let me say, 
TNA will continue to stand its ground and will continue 
to work diligently in advocating for the nursing profession 
and improved health care for all Tennesseans.

Easy & Profitable
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It Pays to Belong
by Carole R. Myers, PhD, RN

Chairman-Government Affairs Committee

On the Tennessee Nurses Association (TNA) Advanced 
Practice Registered Nurse (APRN) listserv, which any RN 
can join, regardless of whether they are a TNA member 
or even an APRN, there recently was a discussion about 
the cost of belonging to TNA and a litany of reasons why 
nurses do not belong. There were those that spoke in favor of 
membership, but, as is often the case with listservs, various 
forms of social media, and other forms of public dialogue, 
the negatives outweighed the positives. We must recognize 
that the tone of the listserv conversation does not necessarily 
represent the composite opinion of nurses across the state. 
But, I would be remiss to not acknowledge the seriousness 
of the issues regarding membership and the evidence of 
pervasive issues. It is in this context that I will promote the 
idea that it pays to belong to TNA. I will outline why all 
nurses should belong to their professional organization by 
discussing the mission of TNA and responding to specific 
assertions made on the listserv about membership.

Membership Challenges
There is no denying that TNA has a membership 

problem. There are 80,237 active registered nurses (RNs) 
in Tennessee, and 7,967 of these are APRNs (almost 10%). 
TNA has a membership of approximately 2,400. This means 
that not quite 3% of the active RNs are TNA members (8.5% 
of APRNs in the state are TNA members). Other professional 
organizations face similar challenges. Although numbers 
are hard to retrieve, it appears that a little more than 20% of 
physicians belong to the American Medical Association, and 
that a significant portion of the membership is comprised 
of students and retired members who do not pay full dues. 
One source indicated that AMA membership has declined in 
recent years. Approximately 10% of physicians in Tennessee 
belong to the Tennessee Medical Association. Physician 
numbers are relatively better than nurse numbers, but both 
professions have a hard time convincing others that they are 
the voice of their profession. Physicians in Tennessee and 
across the country fare better at this because they do have a 
stronger (and richer) political action committee (PAC).

The Tennessee Nurses Association is the only 
professional association dedicated to protecting the interests 
of professional nurses in the state. It is the organized 
voice for all nurses in Tennessee. The majority of nurses’ 
practice is governed by state rules and regulations. The 
most significant regulations are embodied in the state nurse 
practice act administered by the Board of Nursing (BON). 
The mission of the BON is to protect the public, not the 
professional interests of nurses (although TNA and the BON 
most often have common interests and productive working 
relationships).

Policymaking touches everything we do. Unfortunately, 
too many nurses are adverse or apathetic about policy and 
how practice is governed (this is consistent with the general 
apathy seen across the country). Too many nurses, otherwise 
highly educated, experienced, accomplished, and take-charge 
professionals, are daunted by the vagaries and frustrations 
that accompany policymaking. TNA helps nurses overcome 
anxieties and be effective advocates. Staff, most notably 
Wilhelmina Davis, Manager, Government Affairs; and 
Sharon Adkins, MSN, RN, Executive Director, do this by 
being present on the Hill when the state Legislature is in 
session and in many other venues with various members of 
government and other stakeholders. They also provide nurses 
with timely alerts and other communications about important 
legislative and regulatory issues of interest, personal 
counseling and coaching on advocacy, and resources that 
facilitate the individual contributions and activities of nurses.

Frequently I am challenged by peers and students asking, 
Is engagement in policymaking truly a legitimate concern 
of nursing? I love this question! Here is how I answer the 
question: being involved in policymaking is an extension 
of the caring ethos that defines the practice of nursing. 
It is obvious to appreciate the caring associated with the 
direct care of patients. Yet, the care patients receive, who 
receives care and who does not, who delivers care, and 
the environment in which care is delivered and so many 
other essential elements related to the environment of 
care (supporting the professions holistic orientation) have 
a profound impact on the direct care of patients and the 
outcomes they achieve.

PACs
Some TNA APN listserv participants vehemently linked 

their objections to TNA membership to objections about 
the work of TN-PAC and ANA-PAC. A bit of information 
is a good starting point for this discussion. The Tennessee 
Nurses Political Action Committee (TN-PAC), is a non-
partisan organization. Although TN-PAC is separate from 
TNA in specified ways according to rules governing PACs, 
the two organizations are closely aligned as TN-PAC exists 

to advance interests related to professional nursing and 
improving the health and health care of Tennesseans through 
political means. TN-PAC crystallizes the political voices 
of nurses and serves as one component of a three-pronged 
approach to advance the professional interests of nurses. TN-
PAC contributions to candidates who support an adequate, 
high quality professional workforce and efforts to improve 
patient care outcomes and the overall health status of citizens 
of the state are one important means of advocacy. The TN-
PAC Board of Directors, all of whom are members of TNA, 
are selected because of their strong interest in policymaking 
and willingness to be involved. TNA staff evaluate political 
candidates and officeholders by looking at their platforms 
and/or voting records and leadership related to issues of 
interest to nurses and those related to the professional 
practice of nursing. Monetary support is given on a priority 
basis to those who have demonstrated support for nursing 
positions. Other components of the three-pronged strategy 
are TNA committees, such as Government Affairs, and staff 
members who lead lobbying efforts and the mobilization of 
grassroots efforts of nurses across the state.

TN-PAC only makes contributions to candidates for state 
office (Governor, Representative, and Senator) and the party 
caucuses. Only the TNA BOD can make endorsements on 
behalf of the organization’s members. TN-PAC does not 
make political endorsements or contributions to candidates 
for federal office (no money is given to federal candidates 
or causes). PAC donations are generally more effective than 
individual donations. TN-PAC maximizes the power of its 
funds by being good stewards. Stewardship is directly linked 
to the careful analysis that TN-PAC employs. Past history 
shows that TN-PAC contributions have been fairly evenly 
split between Republican and Democratic candidates and 
caucuses.

How is TN-PAC faring? Not so well. In the past year, only 
64 different people have made donations to TN-PAC. Yet all 
nurses benefit vicariously from the donations of this small 
number. We could have an exponentially more powerful PAC 
if each of the 2,400 nurses in TNA and then the state (all 
80,237 of them!) committed to a modest, minimum, annual 
donation of $25 or more. I guarantee legislators would no 
longer disregard our interests.

There was confusion on the listserv about the distinction 
between TN-PAC and the American Nurses Association 
Political Action Committee (ANA-PAC), and concern about 
the positions ANA-PAC in particular has taken. Some of 
the confusion and commentary about PACs is related to a 
lack of differentiation of TN-PAC and ANA-PAC. Just as 
TN-PAC is state-focused, ANA-PAC is federally focused. 
ANA-PAC advocates for policies that have been determined 
by the ANA House of Delegates. This representative body 
is elected by the State Member Associations. The profile of 
ANA-PAC campaign contributions shows a decided leaning 
toward Democrats, likely attributable to the Democratic 
Party’s long-term commitment to a social agenda and a 
liberal perspective on the role of the government in the lives 
of citizens. Regarding their advocacy, ANA recently said, 
“Political advocacy, whether in Washington D.C., or at the 
state level, is not about political parties or personal agendas, 
it is about supporting the policymakers of any party who 
share ANA’s commitment to the nursing professions and to 
improving healthcare in our country.”

The positions of both PACs are determined largely by 
the members of the BOD and staff. There is a diversity of 
opinion on issues related to health and health care, and 
even the nature of the work of nurses. I am an unabashed 
supporter of both TN-PAC and ANA-PAC. I show my 
support for the work they do with my annual contributions. I 
do not always agree with positions taken by the PACs or the 
candidates they support, but I agree with them more than not 
and recognize this is a natural consequence of the complexity 
we deal with in health care and the diversity of interests and 
people. The best way to have your perspective be heard 
and considered is to be engaged. If you want to influence 
processes and decisions in either PAC, get involved!

Costs
Another major objection raised on the listserv was the 

cost of TNA membership. There are several categories of 
membership (these are detailed in Table 1) and options for 
payment. It was noted that ANA/TNA dues are greater than 
many of the specialty nursing organizations. I attribute this 
to the broader agenda of TNA and the enhanced presence of 
the organization, which require competent professional staff. 
The association makes every effort to be fiscally responsible 
in its operations and strategic decisions. This is an increasing 
challenge in today’s economic environment and in light 
of increasing demands and relatively low membership. 
Revenues and expenses are outlined in Table 2.

An evaluation of the value of membership requires a look 
at the cost of membership in light of the benefits derived. 
Table 3 provides an outline of the benefits of membership.

Conclusions
Life entails a continual balancing of priorities. There are 

many things I could do with the money I pay to be a member 
of ANA and TNA or to make PAC contributions, yet I think 
the risk of a weakened voice for nursing is too great of a 
risk. I have come to the personal conclusion that it pays to 
belong. I have carefully evaluated the value proposition and 
concluded that cost of membership is more than offset by the 
benefits I receive and the opportunity to influence nursing’s 
agenda at the state and federal level.

This is a time of great opportunities for nurses juxtaposed 
with great challenges. After more than 100 years of failed 
efforts, we have a federal health reform law that will 
make high-quality care, with an emphasis on prevention, 
promotion, and primary care available to most Americans (32 
million of them currently uninsured), as well as a significant 
place for nurses in the transformed delivery system. Yet the 
bill is caught in the maelstrom of partisan divisions and an 
ailing economy. The Institute of Medicine’s report on The 
Future of Nursing outlines a hopeful future for our profession 
and, most importantly, the individuals and communities we 
serve. Yet, here in Tennessee, we are required to continually 
fend-off threats to our practice in a state that persistently 
ranks in the bottom five on too many measures related to 
health, health care, and the social determinants of health. 
We must do all we can to seize the opportunities before us, 
remove barriers, and assure a better future for Tennesseans 
and all Americans. One way to do this is join forces through 
TNA and to make our voices heard.

(continued on page 7)
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Table 1: Membership Dues

Membership category Monthly dues

TNA/ANA full membership $23.67

TNA/ANA reduced membership: Newly licensed RN $12.09
graduates; RNs who are not employed; RNs who are full-time
students; and RNs age 62 or greater not earning more than
Social Security allows

TNA/ANA special membership: Age 62 years or greater not $6.29
employed; totally disabled RNs

TN state-only membership $16.34

Note: Automatic Monthly Draft Payment Plan options are available and most 
members choose to pay this way because of its convenience.

Table 2: TNA revenues and expenses

Revenues

Dues are the primary source of revenue

Major expense categories (in descending order):

Staff expenses and travel: TNA has 5 ½ staff positions (Executive Director, 
Executive Assistant, Government Affairs Manager/Lobbyist and positions related to 
Membership and Technology, Communications and Web, and Nursing CE)

Operations: rent; telephone; equipment and software rental/purchase, upkeep and 
repair; insurance; office supplies; postage 

Professional services, fees, service charges, ANCC accreditation fees, dues and 
subscriptions

Membership development

TNA Board and Committee meetings

Table 3: TNA member benefits

TNA legislative and other advocacy activities

• Testimony to health department boards and legislative committees.

• Participation with other organizations, boards and government agencies in policy development, monitors Board 
of Nursing and Board of Medical Examiners meetings, and actively participates with the Deans & Directors of 
Schools of Nursing, the Nursing Partners Collaborative, and the Tennessee Center for Nursing

• Sponsorship of annual Legislative Day and Member Convention

• Provide member opportunities to comment on policy development at state and federal levels and give input on 
scopes and standards of nursing and specialty practice

• Make recommendations on Governor appointments and advocacy to extend nurses’ participation in key 
policymaking groups

TNA communications and resources

• Quarterly newsletter distributed to all RNs and LPNs in the state

• LPNConnect, a service for LPNs in the state who do not have a representative organization

• Weekly Legislative Updates and prn Alerts when the Tennessee Legislature in session

• Monthly e-news letter and regular email updates

• Web site with ease to access practice-vital documents, current legislative information, and links to various 
resources (site has members only section)

• Listserv for members and non-members

• Responses to hundreds of inquiries about practice issues, insurance, workplace, and ethical issues

• Numerous networking opportunities

Other TNA services

• ANCC accredited approver (TNA approves all nursing CE in the state)

• CE programs 

Other TNA benefits

Discounts on insurance, ANCC certification, registrations, publications, auto insurance, travel, hotel, and other 
services

Ability to apply for Tennessee Nurses Foundation scholarships, research grants and leadership development funding

BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee, a leader in the 
health care industry, offers career opportunities for 
candidates who have an active RN license or an active 
Master’s level Social Worker license and a minimum of 
5 years healthcare experience with at least 3 years of 
clinical experience. We offer a competitive salary and an 
outstanding benefit package. 

Please visit our website at www.bcbst.com for a 
complete listing of all our employment opportunities.

BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee, Inc. an Independent Licensee of the BlueCross BlueShield 
Association ® Registered marks of the BlueCross BlueShield Association, an Association of Independent 

BlueCross BlueShield Plans     Equal Opportunity Employer

plans for better health. plans for a better life.TM

Director of Case Management
 

Full-time, Monday-Friday, some weekend work required. 
BSN required, MSN preferred, strong case management 
experience required. This position is responsible for the 
overall direction of the case management department.

Director of Psychiatric Nursing Services

Full-time, Monday-Friday. RN with a Master’s Degree 
in psychiatric and mental health nursing, previous 

experience required. This position is responsible for the 
overall direction of the Geriatric Psychiatric Department.

We offer competitive wages and benefits and the 
opportunity to work with an innovative team of 

health services providers.

Please send resume to:
Lincoln County Health System

Attention: Wendy Nogler, Human Resources
106 Medical Center Blvd, Fayetteville, TN  37334

Email: wendy.nogler@lchealthsystem.com

Associate Dean of Nursing
The Associate Dean of Nursing is responsible for managing the 
day-to-day operations of the undergraduate nursing program 
located at the TWC Knoxville Campus, located in Knoxville, 
Tennessee. The Associate Dean must be a strong, effective, 
visionary leader. Visit twcnet.edu for complete job description.

Qualifications: Doctorate in Nursing or a related field with a 
master’s degree in nursing. Teaching experience and evidence 
of scholarly accomplishments. Record of collaborative and 
dynamic leadership in addition to theoretical and clinical 
nursing experience. Effective written and oral communication.

All interested candidates should send a letter of 
application and resume with three professional 

references via e-mail to pdavis@twcnet.edu.

 

Find your perfect nursing career on

nursingALD.com
Registration is free, fast, confidential and easy! You will receive an e-mail when a new job posting matches your job search. 

 for Balance

It Pays to Belong
(Continued from page 6)
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2011 TNA & TASN Joint Convention

Make Plans
Now to Attend!
2011 TNA & TASN Joint Convention

October 14 - 16, 2011
Franklin Marriott Cool Springs

Franklin, Tennessee

Make plans now to attend the 2011 TNA & TASN 
Joint Convention! Again this year the Tennessee Nurses 
Association and the Tennessee Association of Student 
Nurses are joining together for the convention! The 
event offers an exciting agenda packed with interesting 
educational sessions and enjoyable activities for all nurses 
and students who attend.

Educational sessions will focus on a variety of 
informative, innovative topics related to your practice. 
In addition, plenty of networking opportunities will 
be available for you and your colleagues, including an 
expanded Poster Presentation session.

The Tennessee Nurses Foundation Silent Auction 
will be held for the sixth year and again offer a unique 
assortment of items for sale with proceeds going to support 
TNF programs.

TNA Achievement Awards Luncheon
The TNA Awards Luncheon offers an opportunity to 

honor nurses and other individuals by acknowledging their 
exceptional dedication, commitment and professionalism 
to the profession of nursing. Tom Randles, who co-anchors 
Channel 4 News at 5:00, 6:00, 6:30 and 10:00 p.m. for 
WSMV television in Nashville, is the emcee for the 
luncheon. Also an accomplished jazz musician, he is now 
producing his fourth CD, currently untitled. 

Hotel Information – Franklin Marriott Cool Springs
To make a room reservation at the Franklin Marriott 

Cool Springs, you may visit http://www.marriott.com/
hotels/travel/bnacs-franklin-marriott-cool-springs/?t
oDate=10/16/11&groupCode=NRSNRSA&fromDate=
10/13/11&app=resvlink or you may call 1-888-403-6772 
and mention the conference name. The special room rate 
of $119 per night plus tax will be available until the group 
block is filled. The Franklin Marriott Cool Springs offers 
complimentary guest parking.

Serving:

District of 
Columbia (D.C.)

Delaware
Georgia

Maryland
Pennsylvania

Tennessee
Virginia

West Virginia

STD/HIV Prevention Training 
Center at Johns Hopkins

The mission of the PTC is to reduce sexually transmitted 
infections (STIs) and HIV morbidity and improve 

reproductive health by addressing the educational needs 
of clinical providers.

Visit us online today for information about 
Continuing Education & trainings in your area

www.stdpreventiontraining.jhmi.edu

Childbirth Educator Certification
September 21 & 22 in Las Vegas, NV

October 26 & 27 in Chicago, IL
November 2 & 3 in Nashville, TN 

Lactation Counselor Certification
September 15 & 16 in Lincoln, NE

October 5 & 6 in Chicago, IL 

Independent Study Certifications
*Childbirth Educator  *Labor Doula

*Lactation Counselor  * Infant Massage Instructor
*Pre/postnatal Fitness Instructor

All certifications are on the ANCC magnet recognition list. 
Courses designed for RN offering 16 contact hrs.

Call Prepared Childbirth Educators, Inc. at 888-344-9972
or visit www.childbirtheducation.org

Registration is free, fast, confidential and easy! You will receive an e-mail when a new 
job posting matches your job search.
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2011 TNA & TASN Joint Convention

UTHSC COLLEGE OF NURSING 
ALUMNI RECEPTION

in conjunction with TNA & TASN Convention

Join us for a UTHSC College of Nursing Alumni 
Reception during the TNA & TASN Annual 

Convention

Friday, October 14, 2011 ~ 6:30 pm (CT)

Franklin Marriott Cool Springs
700 Cool Springs Blvd.

Franklin, TN  37067

HONORING:
Donna Hathaway,

PhD, FAAN
for her 11-year leadership

as Dean of the UTHSC College of Nursing

Although admission is complimentary, advance 
registration is recommended for planning purposes.

To register, visit uthscalumni.com/nursing2011
For more information, call (901) 448-8580

or e-mail alane@utfi.org

Tennessee Nurses Association Members Only
Request for Absentee Ballot

Please send an absentee ballot for the 2011 Tennessee Nurses 
Association election. “Request for Absentee Ballot” must be received at TNA by 
September 14, 2011. I understand that mailing this ballot to me in the manner and 
form approved discharges TNA’s responsibility to me in the matter of absentee voting. 
Absentee ballots will be mailed September 15, 2011.

I further understand that requesting an absentee ballot removes my name from 
the list of eligible voters at the TNA Annual Meeting. No “group requests” will 
be honored. Fill in the form and return it by email to Barbara Martin at bmartin@
tnaonline.org or fax it to 615/254-0303.

Completed absentee ballots must be received at TNA headquarters by the 
close of business on September 29, 2011.

Name:  _____________________________________________________________

Address:  ____________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip: _______________________________________________________  

District Number:  _____________________________________________________

Member ID Number:  __________________________________________________

Electronic Signature: (Required to receive ballot)

 ___________________________________________________________________
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2011 TNA & TASN Joint Convention
TNF’s Sixth Annual Silent Auction

October 14 – 15, 2011
The Tennessee Nurses Foundation’s mission is to 

promote professional excellence in nursing through 
programs such as:

• Leadership Nursing
• Memorial Educational Scholarships
• Arthur Davis LPN-RN Scholarship
• Nursing Research Grants 
• Tennessee Professional Assistance Program
• TNA Membership Dues Scholarship Program
• Honor A Nurse Program

This year, TNF sponsored Nurses Walk for Health 
events during the entire month of May all across Tennessee 
to kick off National Nurses Week. The new Honor A 
Nurse program has been added to TNF’s initiatives. The 
Nurses Change Lives specialty nurse license plate has 
taken off with almost 2,000 plates currently on the roads 
of Tennessee. Get yours today at your local County Court 
Clerk’s office. Details on all of the Foundation’s initiatives 
are at www.tnaonline.org/tnf-main.html.

These worthwhile endeavors come from donations 
to the Tennessee Nurses Foundation. If more nurses 
were able to receive funding provided by the Tennessee 
Nurses Foundation, it would make such a huge difference 
in the growth of Tennessee nurses as leaders within our 
profession. We hope you will help us achieve our goals!

Donations for the Silent Auction will be accepted up to 
Saturday, October 15, the last day of the event. Donations 
cannot be shipped to the hotel. The item(s) need to be 
brought to TNA’s staff office at the hotel on the day of the 
event, or arrangements need to be made with your local 

District President to 
get the item to the 
auction. If needed, 
Silent Auction 
donations will be 
accepted at the TNA 
headquarters office 
at 545 Mainstream 
Dr., Suite 405, Nashville until October 7, 2011. Please 
fill out the TNF Silent Auction Donation form at www.
tnaonline.org by clicking on the TNA Convention link on 
the homepage. A donation form is also in this issue of the 
Tennessee Nurse.

Items suggested for donations include, but are not 
limited to: 

• autographed sports items
• tickets to the theater/movie/sports
• restaurant/spa treatment gift certificates
• a week of vacation at a time share
• horseback ride
• jewelry, apparel, paintings, gift baskets, etc.

Antique nursing books and prints have been very 
popular.  You can also share some of those lovely items that 
you would rather stop dusting.  If you are downsizing, we 
would love your gently used treasures. Also, many times 
your local merchants may donate gift certificates to their 
establishments as a means of advertising. Please check 
with your local merchants for donations. Your donation is 
TAX DEDUCTIBLE, as the Tennessee Nurses Foundation 
is a non-profit, tax-exempt, 501(c) (3) organization.

Sixth Annual TNF Silent Auction
October 14-16, 2011

Franklin Marriott Cool Springs

Donor’s Name/Business Name:  _______________________

 _________________________________________________

Donor Contact Person: _______________________________

 _________________________________________________

Phone:  ___________________________________________

Fax: ______________________________________________

Email:  ___________________________________________

Address:  __________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

City/State/Zip:  _____________________________________

 _________________________________________________

Description of donated item (please submit one item per 
form):  ___________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

Estimated monetary value of donated item:
$ __________________________

Date:  ______________________

Signature  _________________________________________

IMPORTANT NOTE: Submission of this form to 
the Tennessee Nurses Foundation constitutes a written 
agreement between TNF and Donor in that Donor agrees to 
provide TNF with the donated item by: (1) getting the item to 
the TNF office at 545 Mainstream Dr., Suite 405, Nashville, 
TN 37228-1296 on or before October 7, 2011; (2) getting the 
item to their local District President on or before October 7, 
2011 (District President contact information can be obtained 
by calling 615-254-0350 or email tnf@tnaonline.org); or 
(3) taking the item to the TNA staff office at the Franklin 
Cool Springs Marriott in Franklin, TN between Thursday, 
October 13, 2011 and no later than 8:00 a.m. Saturday, 
October 15, 2011. The Silent Auction begins Friday, October 
14, 2011.

This donation becomes the property of the Tennessee Nurses 
Foundation and is to be offered for sale at an auction, the 
proceeds of which go to the Tennessee Nurses Foundation. 
Should donor provide any displays or samples of the 
donation to coincide with a donated gift certificate, TNF will 
not be held responsible for those items. It will be the sole 
responsibility of the donor to either pickup the samples or 
displays, as stated above, at the hotel or to pay the shipping 
charges on the return.

Donors will be listed in the winter issue of the Tennessee 
Nurse (circulation 100,000+). The Tennessee Nurses 
Foundation is a non-profit, tax-exempt, 501(c) (3) 
organization.

If you are unable to submit this form by email, please print 
the completed form and fax to 615-254-0303 or mail the 
form to TNF, 545 Mainstream Drive, Suite 405, Nashville, 
TN 37228-1296. For questions regarding this event please 
contact TNF Staff Liaison, Kathy Denton at 615-254-0350 
or email tnf@tnaonline.org.

Simplify your nursing research... 

nursingALD.com
Simply click on the Newsletter tab on the far 

right and enter your search term.

with access to over 
10 years of nursing 
publications at your 
fingertips.
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Tennessee Professional Assistance Program 
(TnPAP) Frequently Asked Questions

What is TnPAP? TnPAP is a voluntary program that aids healthcare professionals struggling 
with physical, psychological or chemical impairment impacting their 
professional practice by providing an avenue for early identification, treatment, 
monitoring and advocacy.

Why is this program offered? The Tennessee Department of Health, Division of Health Related Boards, 
believes that chemical impairment is an illness and should be treated as such.  
Healthcare providers who cooperate fully with the recommended evaluation/
treatment and comply with requirements of the program, may be allowed to 
continue practicing if they engage in sound recovery techniques.

Who is eligible to enroll in • An individual who agrees to cease practice until a return to
TnPAP?   practice authorization is obtained from TnPAP.

• An individual who holds a valid or be eligible for licensure in the state of 
Tennessee.

• An individual who voluntarily requests admission to the program.
• An individual who agrees to undergo an evaluation, from a TnPAP 

approved evaluator and adheres to any/all evaluation recommendations.
• Agree, in writing, to comply with the Monitoring Agreement.

Who may be ineligible for TnPAP Factors which may disqualify a healthcare practitioner include, but may not be 
enrollment?  limited to:

• An individual who refuses to cease practice when requested to do so by 
TnPAP.

• An individual who has caused actual or potential patient harm.
• An individual who is considered an imminent danger to the public.
• An individual who has a recent history of chemical dependency and failed 

treatment.
• An individual who has been determined not fit for enrollment after an 

independent comprehensive evaluation.
• An individual who does not hold a TN license or eligible for a TN license.
• An individual whose license has been disciplined in another state.

Who can refer? • Employer.
• Self-Referral.  The individual contacts TnPAP prior to being confronted or 

requested to do so by an employer, co-worker, friend, or family member.
• Board-Referral. The individual is referred to TnPAP as a result of a 

complaint indicating that (s)he a practice act violation occurred. 
• Family members, co-workers, and friends.

When to refer? The sooner the better.  Contact us if you have any questions about any health 
or personal problem, especially if this issue may have the potential to affect 
work.

What are the terms of the The monitoring agreement usually includes, but may not be limited to the 
monitoring agreement?  following: 

• Attendance at support group and 12-step meetings.
• Toxicology screening.
• Refrain from the use of mood-altering drugs including alcohol.
• Timely submission of reports.
• Narcotic restriction, if deemed appropriate.
• Obtain an AA/NA sponsor.

Will I need to stop working if I Yes. When you are enrolling in the TnPAP you must stop working until it is 
decide to enroll in TnPAP?  determined that you are safe to practice. This will be determined by TnPAP.

How long will I be off work if I The length of time is very individualized and largely depends on how quickly 
decide to enroll in TnPAP?  you obtain an evaluation and adhere to the recommendations, if any.

Will my employer be notified that Yes. However, you are encouraged to notify your employer first. You will be 
I am participating in TnPAP?  required to provide your employer with a copy of the Monitoring Agreement. 

Your case manager will also have a conversation with your employer to discuss 
any workplace restrictions.

How will I be able to survive Many healthcare providers who have enrolled in TnPAP have experienced 
financially if I cannot work?  financial hardships. Some have been able to get assistance by obtaining 

disability during this time. You may also be able to obtain work outside of 
your licensed field. Remember, many providers face the possibility of losing 
their license if they do not enter this program and that would be more of a 
financial hardship in the long run.

Does a court ordered diversion A court ordered diversion program does not take the place of TnPAP.
program take the place of TnPAP?

I am licensed in another state and No. Individuals who are participating in another state’s alternative/diversion 
participating in their alternative/ program and not yet licensed in TN are not eligible to participate in TN. 
diversion program. I am thinking  A practitioner must be licensed and residing in or working in TN before 
about transferring to TN. Can I requesting monitoring by TnPAP. Also, permission from the out-of state 
automatically transfer while I am licensure board, alternative program and the TN licensure board must be 
in the process of obtaining provided, in writing, to TnPAP along with a copy of the TN license at the time 
a TN license?  the request to transfer is made.

What is the cost? There is no cost for TnPAP services when the individual has an active TN 
license.  However, the cost of the evaluation, treatment support group meetings 
and toxicology screens are the responsibility of the healthcare professional.

 Individuals who do not hold an active license will be asked to pay a monitoring 
fee annually until the license status is once again active.

LPN Connect—Special 
New Online Service 
Especially for LPNs

The Tennessee Nurses Association’s special online 
subscription service LPNConnect is gaining more 
subscribers every week! This special service for 
Tennessee’s Licensed Practical Nurses includes online 
services to help LPNs stay informed on issues related to 
their nursing practice and network with other LPNs across 
the state.

LPNConnect offers subscribers 
the following
benefits and services:

• Access to an LPN only 
password protected area 
on the TNA website at 
www.tnaonline.org that 
contains articles and other information of interest.

• An LPN Listserv exclusively for use by 
LPNConnect subscribers to communicate with other 
LPN subscribers by email. Topics of discussion on 
the LPNConnect Listserv may include questions on 
nursing practice, the announcement of meetings and 
events of interest to LPNs.

• A monthly LPNConnect enewsletter containing 
nursing related news.

• Webpages within the protected LPN area filled with 
other information of interest to LPNs in Tennessee, 
including important legislative information and 
updates on health policy development.

Subscriptions to LPNConnect are available for a special 
introductory price of $25 per year until December 31, 2011. 
LPNConnect is open to any LPN with a current Tennessee 
nursing license. 

To subscribe, visit www.tnaonline.org and click the 
LPNConnect link on the left on the home page. You will 
purchase your subscription and pay online with a credit or 
debit card through a secure form. When your payment is 
processed, you will receive an email with instructions on 
registering for your account login and password.

We need your suggestions for additional content 
to include in the LPNConnect area! Please send your 
suggestions and feedback to cglass@tnaonline.org.

(continued on page 12)
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How does an individual get Participation in TnPAP is always voluntarily.  The first step is to request 
into TnPAP?  enrollment.

Can I take my legitimate That is a decision for the nurse, their physician and the employer.  However, 
prescription for a controlled  the practitioner cannot work if the substance impairs their ability to provide 
substance and work?  safe care to the public.

What if I have a legitimate • If there is a Verification of Prescribed Medication report on file in the 
prescription for a controlled   TnPAP office and the MRO determines legitimate use the screen will be 
substance and it shows on a   considered negative.
drug screen? • If there is no Verification of Prescribed Medication report on file in the 
  TnPAP office and/or the MRO determines illegitimate use the screen will 
  be considered positive.

What if I am a “recreational drug TnPAP does not discriminate between these two individuals. TnPAP is an 
user” and not a substance abuser?  abstinence based program. Abstinence is defined as refraining from the use of 

any mood-altering substance, including alcohol.

Is the Program successful? Yes. The majority of participants successfully complete the program. To do 
so, they must adhere to all the stipulations contained in a signed monitoring 
agreement and demonstrate a change in lifestyle that supports continuing 
recovery.

 Participants who violate their agreement and are unable or unwilling to 
become compliant are reported to the Tennessee Department of Health, Office 
of Investigations and possible disciplinary action against the license. 

To contact TnPAP or enroll, visit http://www.tnpap.org.

TnPAP Frequently Asked Questions
(Continued from page 11)

Honor A Nurse
 
Nursing is a calling, a way of life. Nurses rely on each 

other for the synergistic effect of teamwork in our efforts 
of care giving. It is appropriate that we honor those 
colleagues that have made an impact in our lives and the 
lives of others.

We honor you…
Ruth Layman Elliott, EdD, RN

Ruth Elliott is honored for 10 years of service as 
Associate Dean and Chair of the Tennessee Wesleyan 
College of Nursing. She is also recognized for her 
achievements that have impacted nurses in Tennessee. 
Honored by the faculty and staff of Tennessee Wesleyan 
College of Nursing.

Visit TNF at www.tnaonline.org for complete 
information on the Honorees and the Honor A Nurse 
program.

New TNF Honor a 
Nurse Program

The Tennessee Nurses Foundation (TNF) 
welcomes you to publicly recognize a special nurse 
in your life. With your $50 tax-deductible donation 
to TNF, your honored nurse’s name will appear in 
the Tennessee Nurse and in the designated “Honor 
A Nurse” area of the TNA website at www.
tnaonline.org. The contribution form is available 
on the TNA website under the link on the left for 
TN Nurses Foundation, and a photo of and brief 
paragraph about your honored nurse may also be 
submitted.

This program is available to honor any 
Tennessee nurse. Honor a nurse friend, nurse 
family member, or nurse colleague by marking 
their anniversary, birthday, special event or 
occasion, or as a memorial. Patients, or the 
patient’s family, may honor a nurse that truly made 
a difference in their care or the care of a family 
member.

Your $50 donation will go toward continued 
support of TNF programs, including scholarships, 
and grants that support the needs of nurses 
in Tennessee. TNF is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3) 
organization. Donations are tax-deductible to 
the fullest extent allowed by law and support the 
mission of TNF.

Honor a Nurse
Receives First Honoree

by Sharon Bailey, MSN, RN, APN-CNS
TNF President

TNF’s Honor a Nurse program received its first 
honoree, Ruth Elliott. Look for the Honor A Nurse 
information in this issue of the Tennessee Nurse. Have you 
often thought it would be nice to let a nurse colleague or 
nurse friend know how much they are appreciated? With 
your $50 tax-deductible donation to TNF, your honored 
nurse’s name will appear in the Tennessee Nurse as well 
as in the designated “Honor A Nurse” section of the 
Tennessee Nurses Association’s (TNA) website at www.
tnaonline.org. A photo and brief paragraph may also 
be submitted to further recognize your honored nurse. 
Individuals other than nurses can honor special nurses 
that have made a difference in their care or the care of 
a family member. The donation to the Foundation will go 
toward continued support of the TNF programs.

The TNF Board of Trustees met in June and we are 
excited about some of the ideas that came out of that 
meeting. Be watching the TNA website for upcoming TNF 
happenings! Look for our upcoming video on Expectations 
of Scholarly Writing and be ready to submit your paper for 
TNF’s 2012 Scholarly Writing Contest. The winner will 
receive $1000!

Join us at the TNA Annual Convention, October 14-
16, 2011 at the Franklin Marriott Cool Springs for TNF’s 
session on Generational Differences in the Workplace 
which will include social media boundaries. And, you 
will not want to miss TNF’s Sixth Annual Silent Auction 
at the Convention that will begin Friday and end Saturday. 
We always have great auction items and a good time. 
Please make plans to donate an item for the auction. 
A donation form is in this issue of the Tennessee Nurse. 
Thanks so much.

Register Early: $749
jurexnurse.com
or call (901) 496-5447

Earn $150/hr!
Any Nurse Can Get 
Certif ied as a Legal 
Nurse Consultant in 
only 2 Days.

Dallas: Sept 10 - 11
Louisville: Sept 24 - 25
Memphis: Oct 15-16 
Atlanta: Oct 22-23

Cody Allison & Associates, PLLC
-ATTORNEYS-

  We represent nurses who have been 
injured on the job throughout Tennessee.

(615) 234-6000
www.workcompteamtn.com
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District 1
Nancy G. Armbruster, Kowania Danica Brown, 

Kathlene S. Hodges, LaTonya O. Ivy, Florence Jones, 
Kathryn D. Krause, Malecia Katherine Kurtz, Bonnie L. 
Lattimore, Audra Merriman, Regina B. Perry, Rebecca 
L. Ray, Louie Richard Roney, Claudia M. Sims, Jamila 
Shani Smith-Young, Towanda R. Stewart, Sharon Charlotte 
Swanson, Terri Lynn Trotter, Stephen Wilson

District 2
Myron D. Abeyta, Mary Grace Blankenship, Edward D. 

Comer, Susan S. Eby, Lauren Chancellor Gallian, Susan 
Hendershott, Katheryn Koss, Holly R. Lewis, Pamela Rena 
Lucas, Jennifer Turner Manaker, Tina Searle, Ernestine 
M. Stiner, Kristen R Stuart, Merry R. Tuttle, Donna E. 
Wallace

District 3
Anniammah Baby, Carol N. Bowling, Michelle Bulla, 

Dana G. Carter, Trisha Lynn Chambon, Cheri Beth Cross, 
Dawn H. Eck, Meghan Farrell, Julie A. Hamm, Anita C. 
Herring, Ramona L. Hoehler, Brenda J. Hutchins, Michelle 
Irwin, Angelique M. Jackson, Julie Marie Johnson, Linda 
Coursey Johnson, Sandra S. Jones, Kelly LeAnn Kelley, 
Amy Elizabeth Kiesler, Jill S. Kinch, Jennifer Kristen 
Lee, Ellen G. Levitt, Angela Malik, Edward D. Massey, 
Rachel McGee, Cynthia Meyer, Leanna R. Miller, 
Lorraine C. Mion, Carol A. Moseley, Racquel F. O’Riley, 
Leigh Powers, Geri C. Reeves, Mark Reinhardt, Samuel 
G. Robbins, Juliet Alice Roche, Kim E. Rodgers, Stasia 
Ruskie, Brittni L. Sesler, Susan Slattery, Suzanne Staebler, 
Jana S. Stonestreet, Michelle Terrell, Julie L. Vanderpool, 
Dena R. Wampler, Marilee T. Weingartner, Loretta P. 
Wilkins, Emily Lauren Williard, Brenda K. Woodard, 
Carol Ziegler

District 1 News 

District 1 Awards Two Nursing Scholarships
District 1 awards two nursing scholarships each 

year including the TNA District 1 BSN/MSN Entry into 
Practice Scholarship and The Elvis Presley/Katey Cocke 
RN to BSN Memorial Scholarship.

La-Kenya Kellum, TNA District 1 President, at right, 
presents Lauren V. Cannon with the TNA District 1 
BSN/MSN Entry into Practice Scholarship. 

From left are La-Kenya Kellum, District 1 President; 
Tasha Wilson, last year’s first recipient of the Elvis 
Presley/Katey Cocke RN to BSN Memorial Scholarship; 
and Marian Cocke, RN.

District NewsNew & Reinstated Members
District 4

Angela Berry-Smith, Candace Jo Bishop, Veronica 
Diane Brown, Rebekah S. Corey, Julie D. Horton, William 
D. Hurst, Alissa Kimbro, Maria Lynette Kitchen, Theresa 
A. McClure, Casey Amanda McKaig, Jeffrey R. Meyers, 
Joanna R. Poindexter, Olga Slobodyanyuk, Amanda L. 
Smith, Karen O. Sticher, Rebecca Lorraine Thomas, Janet 
M. Woods

District 5
Kathleen Carrion, Ashley Danielle Crooke, Mary P. 

Ernst, Phyllis C. Fisher, Jana Flynn, Jacqueline Claire 
Foster, Mitchell  Hathaway, Stacey A. Jones, Karen 
M. Lane, Angela H. Ledford, Susan L. Reed, Debra Y. 
Ruggieri, Cheryl L. Turman, Elizabeth A. Woods

District 6
Traci Kyle Hill, Melissa C. Lefave, Phyllis Park Moore, 

LeAnne Wilhite, Carolyn C. Williams

District 8
Charis Brown, Natalie D. Hollis, Elizabeth Hill Powers

District 9
Melody Felts Anderson, Lisa A. Birdwell-Hartman, 

Latise M. Jones

District 10
Jane W. Nance, Donna Jean Pugh, Mary E. Radford

District 12
Guinevere N. Davis, Shellie D. Paschall

District 15
Deloris M. Baptiste, Jimmy W. Cheeks Jr, Nancy M. 

Fleenor, Gayle L. Hagerty, Lisa L. Hartman, Shari N. 
Hollins, Jeremy C. Latham, Breanna R. Wood
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Member News

Do you work at the VA?
Join TNA today for only $10.70 a pay period.
Check Payroll Deduction on the lower right-hand 
side of the TNA Membership application. A TNA 
staff member will send you the form you need to take 
to the VA Payroll Department to setup your payroll 
deduction dues plan. It’s that simple. You will never 
miss $10.70 from your paycheck and you will have 
gained so much in return. If you have any questions, 
call 615-254-0350.

TNA also has Payroll Deduction Dues
plans set up at the:
Regional Medical Center – Memphis @ $11.59 per 
pay period

Tennessee Nurses Association/Tennessee Association of Student Nurses
TNA/TASN Liaison Consultant Needed

WORK WITH TENNESSEE’S FUTURE NURSES
What is a liaison?

➢	 TNA member who acts on behalf of  the 
Tennessee Association of Student Nurses 
(TASN) in communicating information with 
members of TNA, TASN and faculty advisors

➢	 Mentor to the TASN BOD

What are the requirements?
➢	 Be a Registered Nurse.
➢	 TNA/ANA member in good standing; some 

previous involvement in local district TNA 
activities helpful

➢	 National Student Nurse Association (NSNA) 
Sustaining member (cost $50 for annual 
individual membership)

➢	 Dedication to mentoring students in the 
professional roles of nursing

How often does the TASN Board of Directors meet?
➢	 Monthly TASN business meetings in centralized 

location(s) or by teleconference
➢	 Annual joint TNA/TASN state convention
➢	 TASN weekend planning retreat within first 

month after state convention
➢	 Mid-year NSNA convention - November
➢	 Annual NSNA convention - April

What is the cost?
➢	 TASN board of directors prepares an annual 

budget based on projected revenue and expenses; 
costs will vary annually

Where may I get more information?
➢	 Web Site: www.tasnonline.org
➢	 Contact the current TNA/TASN Liaisons:

•	 Ellen Morris – TASNLiaison@gmail.com 
•	 Eric Howard – TASNLiaision2@gmail.com

What are the direct responsibilities?
Included in the TASN Bylaws at http://

www.tasnonline.org/bylaws.html

Section III. TASN/TNA Liaison Consultant
The TASN/TNA Liaison Consultant shall:

1. Be appointed to serve a two-year term by the 
TASN Board of Directors by the end of the 
annual State Convention;

2. Be two liaison consultants;
3. Maintain membership and be a current member 

of TNA, the American Nurses’ Association 
(herein referred to as ANA) and a sustaining 
member of NSNA; 

4. Be a Registered Nurse.

Section IV. Duties of the TASN/TNA Liaison 
Consultant
Duties of the TASN/TNA Liaison Consultant shall 
include:

1. Serving as Parliamentarian at Board and House 
of Delegate meetings. 

2. Serving as Chair of the Ballot Committee. 
3. Having no vote in the Board of House of 

Delegates. 
4. Providing interchange of information and 

communication between the TASN Board of 
Directors, TASN members and TASN faculty 
advisors;

5. Attend meetings of the TASN Board of Directors, 
TASN Convention and to the extent possible, the 
NSNA Convention.

6. Receiving Board Minutes, agendas and other 
communications.

7. Suggesting agenda items and enter into discussion 
of Board/House of Delegates business.

8. Serving as a member of the State of Tennessee 
Convention Planning Committee.

9. Performing other duties as enumerated in the 
TASN policies.

TNA Members Honored by American
Academy of Nurse Practitioners

From left, Kathy Wheeler, PhD, FNP-BC, FAANP, 
Region 4 Director, AANP; and at right, Penny Kaye 
Jensen, DNP, APRN, FNP-C, FAANP, President, 
AANP; present Carole Myers, PhD, RN, TNA 
member and Chair of the TNA Government Affairs & 
Health Policy Committee with the 2011 AANP Nurse 
Practitioner Advocate State Award for Excellence. 
This prestigious award is given annually to a dedicated 
nurse practitioner advocate in each state who has made 
a significant contribution to the status of health care 
delivery and the practice of NPs. 

Myers, Assistant Professor in the UT Knoxville 
College of Nursing, has also been named as Co-Director 
of the University of Tennessee’s Center for Health Policy 
and Services Research. In this role, she will support the 
Center’s efforts related to health policy, including public 
health policy, and policy-related research, including public 
health systems and services research. 

Kimberley Ferguson, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, recently 
received the State Award for Nurse Practitioner Excellence 
from the American Academy of Nurse Practitioners. 

Cheryl Cummings 
Stegbauer, PhD, RN, FNP, 
APRN, BC, FAANP, from 
Memphis was recently 
inducted as a fellow in 
AANP. The Fellows of the 
American Academy of Nurse 
Practitioners (FAANP) 
program was established by 
the American Academy of 
Nurse Practitioners (AANP) 
in 2000 to recognize nurse 
practitioner (NP) leaders 
who have made outstanding 
contributions to healthcare through NP education, policy, 
clinical practice, or research. 

American Academy of Nursing Selects
Four Tennessee Nurses as Fellows in 2011

The American Academy of Nursing announced 
that 142 nurse leaders were selected to be inducted as 
Fellows during the Academy’s 38th Annual Meeting and 
Conference on October 15, 2011, in Washington, D.C. 

“Selection for membership in the Academy is one of 
the most prestigious honors in the field of nursing,” said 
Academy President Catherine L. Gilliss,  DNSc, RN, 
FAAN. “Academy Fellows are truly experts. The Academy 
Fellowship represents the nation’s top nurse researchers, 
policymakers, scholars, executives, educators and 
practitioners.”

Selection criteria include evidence of significant 
contributions to nursing and health care. Each nominee 
must be sponsored by two current Academy Fellows. The 
new Fellows are selected by a panel comprised of elected 
and appointed Fellows, and selection is based, in part, on 

Lillian Bargagliotti, 
DNSc, RN, ANEF

Susan Cooper, 
MSN, RN

Karen D’Apolito,
PhD, NNP, BC

the extent to which nominees’ nursing careers influence 
health policies and health care delivery for the benefit of 
all Americans. New Fellows will be eligible to use the 
credentials FAAN (Fellow of the American Academy of 
Nursing) after their October induction.

The following TNA members will be inducted into the 
American Academy of Nursing Fellows in October: 

Joellen Edwards,
PhD, RN

Open Faculty 
Positions:

Traditional Program - IMMEDIATE NEED!
Experience in Psych, Peds, General Med-Surg

New Evening Hybrid - Starting January 2012
Combination on-line and evening clinicals

Both positions require an MSN and active Tennessee RN license

Please visit our website for minimum qualifications, job 
announcement, and online application: http://www.

clevelandstatecc.edu/departments/human_resources/current_
listing.asp

Cleveland State Community College is an EEO/AA/Title VI/
Title IX/Section 504/ADA employer.

Legal Nurse Systems Suite of Software, LLC
Registered Nurses

Put Your Expertise to Work & Increase Your Net Worth become a
Legal Nurse Consultant

Our Software Systems will give you All the Tools you need to be a 
Successful Legal Nurse Consultant

Contact me for more information
Sharon M. Martino, RN
440-285-7201 Office • 440-343-0147 Cell
sharonmartino@legalnursesystems.com

www.legalnursesystems.com

Free
Mentoring

Free
Marketing Materials
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American Nurses Association/Tennessee Nurses Association 
Membership—It’s Your Privilege!
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Loewenberg School of Nursing
Preparing leaders. Promoting health.

You, To a Higher Degree.
The Online RN to BSN Degree   

The University of Memphis Loewenberg 
School of Nursing offers an online Bachelor 
of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree for 
Registered Nurses. Advance your career 
while working closely with faculty, nurses 
and patients — at times and locations 
that are most convenient for you.

All students are eligible for in-state tuition. 
To apply and learn more about one of the 
nation’s top nursing programs, log on to
memphis.edu/rntobsn.

901.678.2003
rntobsn@memphis.edu

The University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville College of Nursing

Academic Programs to Build or Enhance 
Your Nursing Career

The University of Tennessee Knoxville, College of Nursing offers unique opportunities for undergraduate 
and graduate education in nursing.  As the state’s flagship, research–intensive university, students 
have access to state-of-the art academic resources, research opportunities, and a variety of clinical 
practice sites. The BSN and MSN programs are fully approved by the Tennessee Board of Nursing 
and accredited by the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE). Online offerings increase 
accessibility of selected degree programs.

Traditional BSN 
•	 Two	years	of	lower	division	prerequisite	science	and	humanities	courses	
•	 Two	years	of	upper	division	nursing	major	courses

Accelerated BSN for Students with a College Degree in Another Field
•	 Twelve	month	full-time	program	(3	semesters)	 •	 Minimal	prerequisites

RN-BSN Completion Program Offered Primarily Online
•	 Online	program	with	limited	on-site	activities	 •	 Can	be	completed	in	one	calendar	year

MSN Program Specialties
•	 Family	Nurse	Practitioner		 •	 Pediatric	Nurse	Practitioner	or	Clinical	
•	 Mental	Health	Nurse	Practitioner	or	 	 Nurse	Specialist
	 Clinical	Nurse	Specialist	 •	 Nurse	Anesthesia
•	 Nursing	Administration	 •	 Global	Disaster	Nursing
•	 Adult	Health

Doctoral Programs Offered Primarily Online
•	 Online	program	with	limited	on-site	activities
•	 Doctor	of	Philosophy	in	Nursing	(PhD)	–	accepting	applications	for	Summer	2012	
•	 Doctor	of	Nursing	Practice	(DNP)	–	accepting	post-master’s	applications	for	January	2012

For more information visit The University of Tennessee, Knoxville College of Nursing website 
at http://nightingale.con.utk.edu or contact the Student Services office at (865) 974-7606.
The University of Tennessee is an EEO/AA/Title VI/Title IX/Section 504/ADA/ADEA institution in the provision of its 
education and employment programs and services

Come Live the Alaskan Dream

Join	us	at	the	newest	medical	center,	in	
Alaska’s fastest growing economy. We are 
highest ranked in patient satisfaction and 
core measure scores, in the most beautiful 
place on Earth!  

•	 FT	Operating	Room	RN’s
•	 FT	Labor	and	Delivery	RN
•	 FT	Physical	Therapist

Competitive wages with exceptional benefits 
package	including	Medical/Dental/Vision/Life,	
401k	with	Employer	match,	Paid	Time	Off,	
relocation and sign on bonus.

Apply online at www.matsuregional.com 
or email c.babuscio@msrmc.com



A Nurse’s Guide to Financial Health:
Getting Started

by Jennifer DeGuire Freeman, CLTC

Nurses, by nature, take a 
holistic approach to caring for 
an individual’s physical and 
emotional wellbeing. They 
appreciate the importance 
of advance planning and 
minimizing risk. And they 
recognize that an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of 
cure.

These same qualities are also 
critical to your financial health. 
Sadly, nurses are too often 
focused on caring for others 
in their daily lives and they let 
their own financial future go neglected. This is particularly 
dangerous as hospitals and physician practices look for 
ways to reduce expenses, such as by switching from a 
pension to a 401(k) program and other changes that transfer 
the burden of financial thinking from the institution to the 
individual nurse.

What steps can you take to ensure you’re on course 
to financial security? The first is to develop a thorough 
understanding of your own personal financial goals. After 
all, you can’t set a course until you’ve decided where it is 
you want to end up. A financial advisor can help you ask 
the right questions to identify your goals and the resources 
it will take to achieve them.

Once you’ve established clear objectives, you can 
explore the full range of options available to get you from 
here to there. This includes not only investment strategies 
but insurance planning to protect your income, your 
family, and your quality of life. As a nurse, you’ve seen 
how quickly illness, injury, or death can happen—and 
how financially devastating it can be for a family that did 
nothing to prepare.

Working together with a financial advisor will not only 
help you determine the appropriate level of protection for 
your family, but also help you identify the most appropriate 
financial products available to meet your needs. In 
addition, a financial advisor can run a gap analysis on your 
coverage to point out where you might be still at risk.

One of the most common gaps we find is long term 
care (LTC) insurance. Even nurses make the mistake of 
believing that LTC insurance is “just for nursing homes” 
rather than the wide range of debilitating illnesses and 
injuries that can take away your ability to provide income 
for your family and place the burden of your welfare on 
your loved ones.

Of course, getting the right strategy in place for your 
personal financial goals is only the beginning of your 
journey. Just like in medicine, your financial health needs 
change throughout the course of your life. And it’s always 
a good idea to get a second opinion to ensure that your 
financial strategy remains in line with your personal vision 
of the future.

Jennifer DeGuire of Innovative Financial Group 
has focused in the unique needs of nurses and health 
care providers. Views expressed in this letter may not 
necessarily reflect the opinion of John Hancock, Signator 
Investors, Inc., or any of its affiliated companies. Views 
and opinions should not be construed as tax or legal 
advice. Contact her at: jdeguire@askifg.com, 615-385-
3867 ext. 138, or www.askIFG.com.

Offering John Hancock insurance products. Registered 
Representative/Securities and Investment Advisory 
Services offered through Signator Investors, Inc., 

Member FINRA, SIPC, a Registered Investment Advisor. 
Innovative Financial Group is independent of John 

Hancock and Signator Investors, Inc. 167-20110524-75319

Jennifer DeGuire 
Freeman

Due to lack of 
space, this article 
is not included in 
this newsletter.


